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INTRODUCING 
OFYR TABL’O

OFYR represents a complete outdoor cooking experience with your friends 
and family. From cooking units to accessories: you can build an entire outdoor 
kitchen. Now, we introduce our latest innovation: OFYR Tabl’O.

The stylish OFYR Tabl’O ensures a wonderful, carefree evening. With the 
convenience of having your cooking unit at your table, you can easily prepare 
a meal together with your friends and family. Smell, taste and feel the joy 
of an exceptional outdoor cooking experience on OFYR Coconut Briquettes; 
whether you are enjoying vegetables, fish or meat. 

Take time out for real food, real connection and real time together.  
So, what does it entail...?
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CREATE 
YOUR FINEST 
MOMENTS 
WITH OFYR 
TABL’O

Gathering around  
OFYR Tabl’O inspires you to 
take time to eat and spend 
quality time together. 
Due to its compact size, 
it fits perfectly on a terrace or 
balcony. You can experiment 
with new ingredients 
and discover new food 
combinations. With OFYR 
Tabl’O you can enjoy cooking 
together with friends and 
family anywhere,  
at any time.
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OFYR QUICK 
STARTER

One of the greatest features of 
OFYR Tabl’O is the limited 
heating time. By using the 
OFYR double-walled Quick Starter, 
included when buying OFYR 
Tabl’O, you will be ready
to start cooking in as little as 
30 minutes. Now you can quickly 
start enjoying your evening!
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Ideal to use with OFYR Tabl’O are  
the OFYR Coconut Briquettes.  
They are exceptionally efficient:  
great heat, long-burning
(2-3 hours) with minimal smoke, 
minimal odour and very limited 
waste. They are compact and 
100% sustainable, made from  
the residual waste of coconuts. 
In combination with the OFYR 
Quick Starter, OFYR Tabl’O is 
ready to use in no-time! 

OFYR COCONUT 
BRIQUETTES
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OFYR TABL’O 
TWO-SIDED 
GRILLPLATE

Take your imagination for 
a spin: turn over the cooking 
plate and discover more 
cooking options. 
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Also included with OFYR Tabl’O is the Tool,  
which can be used to regulate the air circulation.  
By turning the inner container, you can open or 
close the air vents, allowing you to determine the 
heat to your preference. Additionally, it can be 
used to move the cooking plate. That is what we 
call a handy tool!

OFYR TABL’O  
HANDY TOOL
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Thanks to the specially made 
cooking plate as well as the  
high and even temperatures, 
ingredients cooked on 
OFYR Tabl’O maintain their 
delicious taste and texture. 
The cooking plate requires 
very little oil, resulting in 
healthy and tasty meals. 
With OFYR Tabl’O you can 
try out new flavours and 
recipes - from fish to 
meat to vegetables.

PREPARE 
YOUR 
HEALTHY 
FOOD
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THE DESIGN  
OF OFYR TABL’O

The two-sided cooking plate 
has a 40 cm diameter with 
either a flat or griddle surface, 
for more cooking options. 
OFYR Tabl’O is suitable for 
temperatures up to 250°C! 
The cast iron cooking plate is 
certified for food preparation. 
Not to mention that it looks 
stylish on your table as well… 
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1. Cooking plate, 2. Charcoal grid,  
3. Inner container, 4. Outer container,  

5. OFYR Tabl’O board 

PARTS OF 
OFYR TABL’O
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Dimensions  
Cooking plate 39,5 cm
Charcoal grid 36 cm
Inner container 38,5 cm
Outer container 40 cm
OFYR Tabl’O board 46,5 cm

Weight   
Cooking plate 4,3 kg
Charcoal grid  1,7 kg
Inner container 2,0 kg
Outer container  3,2 kg
OFYR Tabl’O board 6,0 kg

 
Total weight   17,2 kg

SPECIFICATIONS
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WWW.OFYR.COM

The design of OFYR Tabl’O has

EU registration under no 004407542-0004.
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